Georgia Tech 4, #13 South Carolina 1

**Singles competition**
1. #27 Mia Horvit (SC) vs. #53 Kenya Jones (GT) 7-6, 4-6, unfinished
2. Victoria Flores (GT) def. #28 Megan Davies (SC) 6-3, 6-2
3. #73 Gia Cohen (GT) def. Silvia Chinellato (SC) 6-3, 3-6, 6-2
4. Emma Shelton (SC) def. Nami Otsuka (GT) 6-1, 6-2
5. Rosie Garcia Gross (GT) def. Kennedy Wicker (SC) 6-2, 6-3
6. Elise Mills (SC) vs. Nadia Gizdova (GT) 5-7, 6-5, unfinished

**Doubles competition**
1. Victoria Flores/Kenya Jones (GT) def. Mia Horvit/Emma Shelton (SC) 6-3
2. Silvia Chinellato/Megan Davies (SC) def. Monika Dedaj/Rosie Garcia Gross (GT) 6-0
3. Gia Cohen/Nami Otsuka (GT) def. Ana Cruz/Gabriela Martinez (SC) 6-2

Match Notes:
Georgia Tech 8-0
South Carolina 1-2; National ranking #13
Order of finish: Doubles (2,3,1); Singles (4,2,5,3)